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Summary
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is inter-
ested in exploring key factors that affect how teams, particularly
distributed teams, develop what is called shared situational awareness in
an operational environment. The DARPA Program Manager for the
Wargaming the Asymmetric Environment program asked the Center for
Naval Analyses to address these issues, with subcontracting support
from ThoughtLink Incorporated. The focus of the project was to
demonstrate how wargaming could be used as a testbed for conduct-
ing experiments to explore these key factors in team shared
situational awareness.

Our survey of the state of the art of research about situational aware-
ness and shared situational awareness indicated some fragmentation
of thinking; however, that thinking appeared to be beginning to coa-
lesce into some weak agreement on fundamental concepts. Key
among these is the notion that situational awareness is best denned as
a dynamic mental model of our operating environment and our place
in it. We build this model through a process we call situation assess-
ment, which consists of four interwoven subprocesses: perception,
comprehension, projection, and prediction. Similarly, for our pur-
poses, we define shared situational awareness of a team as the overlap in
the situational awareness of team members.

But how do we measure situational awareness, not to say shared situ-
ational awareness? We found no evidence of a clearly understandable,
generally accepted, objective way to measure situational awareness
and how it develops, whether for individuals or for groups. As a result,
we chose to develop a fresh approach. Our goal was to devise an
experimental regime that would allow us to define both an individ-
ual's situational awareness and that of a team in clear and understand-
able terms. In addition, we wanted to minimize the dangers that our
attempts to measure situational awareness would affect the behavior
of the test population.



Our approach was to develop an experiment in which multiple teams
played an online game. We designed the game so that:

• Team members had to share information to do well

• Their decisions could be directly and easily measured and
recorded

• The measure of their decisions would describe the degree of
shared situational awareness of the team.

We focused on developing a sample testbed and using that testbed in
a limited-objective experiment to demonstrate the applicability and
feasibility of this technique. The game we developed was SCUDHunt.
The experiment we designed used SCUDHunt to explore the effects
of communications and shared visualization tools on the ability of a
distributed team of players to develop a shared mental model or oper-
ational picture of a simple operating environment. This operational
environment consisted of a 5 x 5 grid of featureless squares on which
3 SCUD launchers were concealed.

Each player controlled one or two reconnaissance assets which could
provide information about whether a particular square might contain
a launcher. Players shared information about the search capabilities
of their assets, the results of their searches, and their future search
plans and attempted to identify and recommend a number of target
squares they believed were their best estimates for containing launch-
ers. We measured the efforts of the players to build their shared pic-
ture based on these recommendations and how well the
recommendations overlapped among all the players on the team.

The overall experiment was designed in the form of a 6 x 6 Latin
Square, in which each team played a well-defined series of 6 games,
defined by combinations of 3 different types of communications
capabilities crossed with two types of shared visualization tools. There
were six four-person teams. Each team played the games in a different
order so that we could control for possible learning effects.

The results of the experiment indicated that both communications
and shared visualization played statistically significant roles in the
ability of our teams to develop shared situational awareness. Perhaps



surprisingly, however, there appeared to be no significant difference
between the effects of voice communications and that of real-time
text chat.

The broader results of this effort show that the use of simple games,
designed to target specific experimental goals, is a promising tech-
nique for conducting research in this field. We collected significant
amounts of data that we had neither the time nor the resources to
analyze during this effort. Follow-on research to analyze this data may
prove useful. In addition, we could apply the SCUDHunt game and
experimental technique in support of the research directions taken
by several leading practitioners in the field of situational awareness.
Finally, a new research approach that combines the game-based envi-
ronment of SCUDHunt with the burgeoning popularity and feasibil-
ity of agent-based computer simulation holds out the promise of
exciting new techniques to supplement and help direct human-based
testing in this field.
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Background
At the start of the new century, the U.S. military increasingly finds
itself operating in complex contingencies and as part of heteroge-
neous teams involving military, interagency, non-governmental orga-
nizations (NGOs), international organizations (lOs), and other
coalition team members. At the same time, military doctrine and
organization for command and control is becoming increasingly
"network-centric"—meaning that resources such as information, peo-
ple, and communication methods and tools are highly distributed—
and procedures are moving more and more toward self-organization
(flattened hierarchies) and self-synchronization (act, not ask).

One important element of this changing environment is the prolifer-
ation of virtual teams, that is, teams composed of individuals from
distinct organizations and physically separated from each other.
These teams, also called distributed teams, work together by using com-
puter networks and other communications and information-sharing
technologies. We see such distributed teams everywhere—in training,
operations, and research environments.

As the United States faces new threats and new situations, under-
standing how our own distributed teams can improve their shared
situational awareness (SSA) will help us create better tools for operat-
ing in the new asymmetric environment. The same research can also
shed light on how we can degrade the SSA of our adversaries and so
magnify our own effectiveness.

There is an extensive body of research in the field of situational
awareness (SA) in general, as well as the subset of issues associated
with SSA of teams. We summarize much of this research in the next
section and deal with it more extensively in a separate paper.1

1. Albert A. Nofi, Defining and Measuring Shared Situational Awareness, CNA
Research Memorandum D0002895.A1 (November 2000).



A great deal of the research in this field centers around observational
studies of limited scope and scale, frequently conducted in real-world
operational environments. Such studies are difficult or impossible to
repeat under controlled experimental conditions.

Some experimenters have conducted studies that make use of
gaming environments as a substitute for real ones. Many of these stud-
ies have used complex games that attempt to simulate real-world envi-

Q

ronments with some degree of fidelity. Their emphasis on fidelity
can make experiments based on such games difficult to control or to
focus on specific research topics.

Other researchers have employed simplified games to explore
specific, tightly defined issues. In many cases, however, even those
researchers have defined their measures in terms of how well a team
performs an operational mission requiring SSA, rather than on the
process and results of building that SSA, or a shared picture, itself.4

Our approach centers on the use of a simplified, though not quite
abstract, game that allows us to tailor its design and mode of play to
focus on the specific research items of interest. In the case of SSA, we
designed the game so that the bulk of the operational task faced by
the players lies precisely in building a shared picture—their shared
SA, if you will—of their operating area. This approach removes much
of the potential confounding between SSA and game-playing skill, a
problem that can be associated with measuring a team's performance
in a game primarily by measuring its success in performing a specific
operational game task (such as "winning" the game).

2. See, for example, Gary Klein, J. Orasanu, R Claderwood, and C. Zsam-
bok, Decision-Making in Action: Models and Methods. Alex Publishing
Corporation, Norwood, NJ, 1993.

3. See, for example, Diane L. Rulke and Joseph Galaskiewicz, "Distribu-
tion of Knowledge, Group Network Structure, and Group Perfor-
mance," Management Science, Vol. 46, No. 5, May 2000, pp. 612-625.

4. A good example of this is Cheiyl A. Bolstad and Mica R. Endsley,
"Shared Mental Models and Shared Displays: An Empirical Evaluation
of Team Performance," Proceedings of the 43rd Meeting of the Human Factors
and Ergonomics Society, 1999.



By using this approach, we were able to develop a game and an exper-
imental regime based on a statistical experimental design. This
design allowed us to test rigorously the sorts of hypotheses of interest.
We collected and analyzed our data using standard statistical
techniques.

In the remainder of the paper, we summarize our survey of SA and
SSA research, describe the game we used as our testbed, and outline
our experiment and its results. We conclude by discussing what we
learned and speculating on where our research could lead in the
future.
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Defining and measuring shared situational
awareness5

What is situational awareness?
Situational awareness (sometimes also called situation awareness) is one
of those concepts that everyone (supposedly) understands but that
has successfully resisted a precise definition we all share. In common
usage, we frequently understand the concept as a sense of knowing
what's going on in our current environment, what could happen
next, what options we have for action, and what the possible out-
comes of those actions might be. In military usage, the concept appar-
ently originated in the aviation community, in which a pilot's
situational awareness reflects his ability to know and understand
what's going on around him, whether in the cockpit, on the ground,
or in the air. This concept has been a major driver in the development
of systems and procedures to maintain and increase the safely of
flight.

To answer the question above, we must first address a basic issue
frequently lost in the shuffle of intellectual debate: Is situational
awareness a process or a state?

The process of situational awareness
Most of the '"definitions" of situational awareness we found in our
research focus on what amounts to a process. For our purposes, the
best description of the processes involved in situational awareness
that we have seen is the one proposed by Mica Endsley in a 1995

5. This section is largely derived from Albert A. Nofi, Defining and Measur-
ing Shared Situational Awareness, CNA Research Memorandum
D0002895.A1 (November 2000).



paper published in the journal Human Factors. Endsley defines
situation awareness as

the perception of the elements in the environment within a
volume of space and time, the comprehension of their
meaning, the projection of their status into the near future,
and the prediction of how various actions will affect the ful-
fillment of one's goals.

A "competing" definition is espoused by Barry McGuinness, a psy-
chologist at the Sowerby Research Centre of British Aerospace in an
internet discussion board dedicated to the topic of situational aware-
ness. McGuinness began his description of situational awareness
with a quote from a pilot: situational awareness is "knowing what's
going on so you can figure out what to do." McGuinness elaborated
as follows:

This says it all. If you have a function to perform in a situa-
tion that is fairly complex and dynamic, such that you have
to make decisions, then you have to be aware of what is
going on—at different levels—if you are to make the right
decisions to achieve your goals.

We can unpack this further: To be aware of what's going on
you have to

(a) take in the available facts, and

(b) understand them in relation to your expert knowledge
of such situations. Furthermore, to make the best deci-
sions you have to

(c) anticipate/predict how the situation is likely to develop
in future and

(d) understand your options and courses of action relative
to your goals.

6. Mica Endsley, "Toward a Theory of Situation Awareness in Dynamic Sys-
tems," Human Factors, 37 (1995), pp. 32-64.

7. Barry McGuinness, SABRE, December 8, 1999, http://users.ox.ac.uk/
~pemb0595/wwwboard/44-sa.html. The extract has been edited
slightly for clarity, but with emphasis as in the original.
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(e) Finally, you also need to take into account how accu-
rate/complete/reliable your SA is likely to be.

So you can identify these different aspects to SA. Endsley
calls the first three PERCEPTION, COMPREHENSION and
PROJECTION. I would say you have to include the last two
as well, and call them INTENTION & METACOGNITION
respectively.

Each of these factors is associated with specific cognitive
processes and with particular contents (mental representa-
tions) . For instance, at the "level" of perception you're mon-
itoring, attending, detecting and identifying (processes),
which gives you factual awareness of current objects, events,
states and so on (contents).

It is not clear why McGuinness chose to replace Endsley's fourth
element, prediction, with the concepts of intention and metacogni-
tion. Consider the differences. Intention seems less an aspect of the
process by which situational awareness is developed than a necessary
precondition for developing it. Situational awareness is essentially
goal oriented; our reason for being in a particular "situation"
explains why we need to develop the "awareness" necessary to cope
with it. Likewise, metacognition would seem to be more appropriately
a combination of projection and prediction.

In the end, we chose to adopt Endsley's definition for our purposes,
and so concluded that the critical factors in the development of
situational awareness are:

1. Perception—acquiring the available facts

2. Comprehension—understanding the facts in relation to our
own knowledge of such situations

3. Projection—envisioning how the situation is likely to develop
in the future, provided it is not acted upon by any outside force

4. Prediction—evaluating how outside forces may act upon the sit-
uation to affect our projections.

11



McGuinness makes an important point, however, when he observes
that we should not envision the elements of situational awareness

as lying in a chain or sequence, but as interlocking cycles.
None of them comes first. E.g., we don't suddenly enter a sit-
uation and gradually pick up raw information; we always
have an ongoing action schema.

This is an important point. In developing situational awareness, we
don't necessarily follow the neat flow from perception, through com-
prehension, then projection, and finally prediction. These stages
occur virtually simultaneously, given the speed with which our minds
work. As we perceive the information, we are already processing it for
comprehension and its implications for our purposes. In short, these
stages of awareness form a dynamic tapestry of interwoven threads
rather than a static sequence followed like a flow chart. Moreover, this
process goes on continuously, so that our situational awareness
evolves continuously as well.

Even if we accept the value of Endsley's (or McGuinness's) "defini-
tions," can we really accept their processes as a definition of situa-
tional awareness itself? It seems more reasonable to think of
situational awareness as a state, a state that is the product of a process
that involves the matrix of perception, comprehension, projection,
and prediction. Indeed, Mica Endsley suggests that the process by
which situation awareness develops might best be termed "situation
assessment." It is this process of situation assessment that Endsley
and McGuinness have defined, not its product, situational awareness.

If that is the case, then how can we characterize situational awareness
itself?

8. Barry McGuinness post at http://users.ox.ac.uk/~pemb0595/www-
board/64-sa.html on February 24, 2000 at 16:49:32. McGuinness, of
course, is actually speaking of the five factors that he has identified,
rather than Endlsey's four factors, but the principle would remain
unchanged in either case.

9. Endsley, "Toward a Theory .. .," p. 36.
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Situational awareness as a mental model
Clearly, what constitutes situational awareness is a function of your
"situation" and how it develops. In a wartime environment, for exam-
ple, the things that are important to a soldier dodging bullets in the
front lines are different from those that are important for a soldier
shuffling papers in the rear. We could develop contrasting models of
what matters most in the situational awareness of each of the two
soldiers, given their differing environments. Indeed, the concept
of mental models would seem a natural way to think about the nature
of situational awareness.

A mental model is a "psychological representation of the environ-
ment and its expected behavior." The purpose of a mental model is
"to provide conceptual framework for describing, explaining, and
predicting future system states."10

Barry McGuinness argues that situational awareness postulates the
construction of precisely such a mental model:

In the context of SA, it is usually assumed that the human
operator working in a complex, dynamic task environment
must construct and maintain a mental model of 'the situa-
tion'. So this is in effect an organized set of 'working hypoth-
eses', rather than a stored-away file.

The two types interact, however: When I 'understand' the
present situation, it is because all the details fall into a famil-
iar pattern that corresponds to a generalized model I have
learned; but when something new or odd occurs I have to
generate hypotheses about it which I can hopefully test out
with further information.

So the contents of a person's SA at any one moment can be
thought of as a set of

1. references to confirmed schemas (e.g., "landing phase"),

10. Richard Klimoski and Susan Mohammed, "Team Mental Model: Con-
struct or Metaphor?," Journal of Management, Vol. 20, No. 2 (1994), p.
405.
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2. yet-to-be-tested hypotheses ("I expect to see runway once
below cloud"), and

3. specific details of significance, like so-and-so's call sign.

The characterization of situational awareness as a mental model
seems to underlie most military usage of the term. Thus, we find, with
reference to the functioning of an AEGIS Command Direction
Center,

Each officer has a mental model of me position he is man-
ning, its responsibilities and requirements, and he also
maintains a highly dynamic mental model of the current
tactical situation. The tactical situation mental model may
include a model for the tactical situation of his own ship, as
well as a separate, but related model for the entire ship
group.12

Used in this context, situational awareness is readily seen as the
mental model developed by the operator, in some ways embodying
some of the characteristics of a "working hypothesis." McGuinness
goes so far as to say that "there is no 'situation' in the real environ-
ment; rather, we experience being in a situation whenever our goals
and actions are being affected, and the impact of the environment
becomes a part of it. So our situational awareness changes as our
environment changes. It's a subjective condition, a "dynamic mental
model," as it were.

Individual situational awareness is very much a personal attribute.
We see the world around us in individual terms, based on our cultural
background, education, and experiences, not to mention the
strengths and limitations of our senses. The mental model we

11. Barry McGuinness, SABRE, January 17, 2000, http://users.ox.ac.uk/
~pemb0595/wwwboard/56-sa.html.

12. Stottler Henke Associates, "Intercepting Missile Control Adaptive Train-
ing System," http://www.shai.com/projects/missile_control.htm.

13. Barry McGuinness, SABRE, February 24, 2000, http://users.ox.ac.uk/
~pemb0595/wwwboard/64-sa.html.

14. Barry McGuinness, SABRE, November 10,1998, http://users.ox.ac.uk/
~pemb0595/wwwboard/29-sa.html.
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develop as a result of these inputs is essentially self-centered, as it
necessarily must be, given that the self is the prime referent.

Factors affecting an individual's situational awareness would seem to
include training, experience, personality, interests, and skill level.
Each of these factors plays its role within the framework of the mis-
sion that one is performing and the environment in which we are
operating.

Individual talents and personality traits are also important elements
in the development of situational awareness. For example, some
people are better observers than others, a trait that would certainly
influence their situational awareness. In this regard, consider people
who fall into the Myers-Briggs personality classes of Sensors and Intu-
itives. Sensors like to operate in an exact and systematic fashion, pre-
ferring to focus on facts and details. Intuitives tend to look for
possibilities, meanings, and relationships, and try to take a holistic
look at problems.

In addition to such long-term, or structural, factors as personality, cul-
ture, training and education, experience, and others, the process of
building situational awareness can be influenced strongly by transi-
tory, or situational, factors. The latter includes things such as mood,
fatigue, stress, time pressure, and the complexity and ambiguity of
the situation.

It seems reasonable to conclude that different people will develop
different situational awareness—in terms of their personal, dynamic,
mental models—even when in similar situations. The situational
awareness of a veteran soldier under fire will probably be much
different from that of a raw recruit in the same circumstances.

In research focused on identifying characteristics important for
systems designed to help produce what was called a "coherent tactical

15. Otto Kroeger and Janet M. Thoresen, Type Talk: The 16 Personality Types
That Determine How We Live, Love, and Work (New York: Dell, 1988), pp.
24-25.
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picture," CNA analysts Alien T. Hjelmfelt and Marvin A. Pokrant
conclude that situational awareness,

1. ... is a volatile mental state. In most cases SA is built up
over time. That is, it requires a knowledge of the current
state of the environment and at least some past history.
Because SA is strongly time-dependent, without contin-
ual refreshing it decays as the environment changes.

2. ... refers to one's perception of the dynamic state of the
environment. It does not directly refer to static factors
such as the knowledge of established procedures and
doctrine. Nor does it refer to an individual's skills. It is
assumed that the individual is competent in all of these.

3. ... does not encompass awareness of all available infor-
mation. The basic information elements required for SA
are bounded by time, space, and the individual's goals.

4. ... requires the ability to predict how the situation will
change due to one's action or lack of actions.

5. ... is goal-oriented and not task-oriented. Tasks are per-
formed through a mission to accomplish goals, but the
goals remain relatively constant for the duration of the
mission. Based on SA, one makes decisions to do certain
tasks to accomplish the high-level goals.

All the principal researchers imply that situational awareness is not a
stable phenomenon, but rather a dynamic state. The "situation"
changes even as we experience it. And our awareness of the situation
will necessarily change as well. So, although we speak of die "state" of
someone's situational awareness, we are really speaking about a tran-
sitory phenomenon. Our situational awareness is constandy evolving
and changing, depending on how die situation itself evolves and on
how (and how well) we integrate the available information in an
ongoing process of perception, comprehension, projection, and
prediction.

16. Alien T. Hjelmfelt and Marvin A. Pokrant, Coherent Tactical Picture, CNA
RM 97-129 (March 1998).
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Summarizing, then, we characterize situational awareness as a
dynamic mental model of our operating environment and our place
in it. We build this model through a process we call situation assess-
ment, which consists of four interwoven subprocesses: perception,
comprehension, projection, and prediction. The resulting mental
model is inherently subjective, based on integrating acquired infor-
mation with our own personal structural and situational factors. The
quality of our situational awareness may be characterized by the
degree to which our mental model—our situational awareness—
"accurately" reflects objective reality. Finding ways to measure the
"goodness of fit" of our situational awareness is not an easy task. We
will discuss this problem from a broader perspective later.

What is shared situational awareness?
With all the imprecision and debate surrounding the basic meaning
of the idea of situational awareness, it is hardly surprising that the
broader concept of shared situational awareness suffers from similar
conceptual and semantic difficulties. At times, it's not clear whether
the term "shared situational awareness" is being used in the sense of
"awareness of a shared situation" or in the sense of "shared awareness
of a particular situation." There's a considerable difference.

Used in the sense of "awareness of a shared situation," shared situa-
tional awareness implies that we understand that we are in a common,
or shared, situation. In contrast, when used in the sense of "shared
awareness of a situation," shared situational awareness implies that we
all understand a given situation in the same way. The latter is the
sense in which the phrase is used most often by the aviation and
military communities.

Group or shared situational awareness obviously differs from individ-
ual situational awareness because it involves a collection of people,
rather than just one individual. In normal circumstances, in any given
situation or environment, all of these people would have their own
unique, individual situational awareness. But how then can it be
shared? To get the members of the group to develop a shared aware-
ness of the situation requires that they

17



• Build individual situational awareness

• Share their individual situational awareness

• Develop the group's shared situational awareness.

Of these three functions, the first, building an individual awareness
of the situation, would seem to be the simplest to attain. After all, we
do it all the time.

The second element of the process is essentially a matter of effectively
communicating each person's perception of the situation to the
other members of the group, so that a "consensus flow" develops.
This is probably the most critical issue in creating "shared awareness."
It is the essential factor in integrating the individual mental models
into a shared model.

However, if we are to share individual situational awareness for the
purpose of building a common situational awareness, we will certainly
have to establish some common ground. In this usage, the term common
ground is defined as shared knowledge, beliefs, and assumptions,
which provide a foundation for effective communication.

Common ground does not mean strong unification; it does
not imply that everyone has the same goals, shares the same
view of the world, and acts the same way. A common ground
allows for certain diversity and individuality, enables shared
views and vocabularies, and tolerates sub-communities, sub-
disciplines, and the like. However, there is always a core of
common concepts and views.

The common ground is dynamic in nature and therefore is
often a matter of explicit negotiation and communication.
A common ground can fall apart and eventually can get lost;
hence, it needs constant maintenance in order to keep the

17community, culture, and discipline alive.

Common ground is thus a critical element in building a shared situa-
tional awareness. Typically, building this common ground will require
some familiarity among team members, a familiarity based on

17. http://www.acm.org/sigchi/chi96/CommonGround.html.
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common cultural backgrounds or experiences or developed through
1 54training and education.

Another key element in building a shared situational assessment is
the communications environment. In a collocated environment team
members can talk about the situation and their understanding of it,
and can pass information back and forth directly through a variety of
printed and electronic media. Understanding—or the lack of same—
can be communicated by facial expression, gestures, and body lan-
guage, tone and hesitation, and the many other cues that regularly
supplement conversation.

In a distributed environment, many of these cues and other sources
of information and understanding are lost or transformed. Commu-
nication by electronic means eliminates much of the context that
affects collocated communication; body language, tone, hesitancy,
and all the other social conventions that facilitate face-to-face com-
munication. Their absence necessarily makes communication in a
distributed team more difficult.

The third element in building shared situational awareness is the
integration of the different individual mental models of the situation.
Presumably the effectiveness of the group effort will be shaped by the
degree to which the members develop a common understanding and
common commitment, a "consensus flow" that will lead to a common
picture. However, it seems unreasonable to assume that there will
be a single "team mental model." As Klimoski and Mohammed
observe, "There can be... multiple mental models co-existing among
team members at a given point...." "These models need not be iden-
tical, but they do have to overlap sufficiently to make it possible to
perform the mission. Thus, for our purposes we will define shared sit-
uational awareness as this overlap in the situational awareness of team
members.

18. For a discussion of some basic ideas in this area, see Helen Altman
Klein, Anna Pongonis, and Gary Klein, Cultural Barriers to Multinational
C2 Decision Making, Klein Associates, 2000.

19. Klimoski and Mohammed, p. 410.
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Measuring situational awareness and shared situational
awareness

So we have defined situational awareness and shared situational
awareness. What, after all, is the point? For our purposes, the point is
a practical one: making decisions in complex operational environ-
ments rests on a foundation of situational awareness—whether in fast-
moving environment of aerial combat or at the snail's- pace (at least
comparatively speaking) of coalition consensus building. If we can
understand how decision-makers develop their situational awareness
and find techniques and technologies to improve our own situational
awareness while degrading that of our opponents, then we may be
able to get the edge we need to achieve our objectives in minimum
time, with minimum commitment of resources and minimum loss of
life.

To do that, however, we need to be able to assess the quality of a per-
son's or a group's situational awareness. We also need to be able to
measure how different processes, procedures, and technologies may
improve or degrade that situational awareness. Ideally, we would like
to be able conduct controlled experiments to provide a solid
scientific basis for our conclusions. This is difficult.

Most of the various experimental methods that have been proposed
to measure SA fall into three general categories, each of which has
many variations, not all of which are always applicable to every
situation.

1. Subjective. The subject rates his own SA, either by merely
being asked to evaluate it or through responses to
directed questions.

2. Implicit Performance. This presumes that a subject's per-
formance correlates with SA, on the assumption that
improved SAwill lead to improved performance.

3. Explicit Performance. Researchers engage in an ongoing
effort to "directly probe the subject's SA by asking ques-
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tions designed for that purpose," by suspending the activ-
ity being studied for short periods.20

All three approaches attempt to quantify certain human behaviors
that are difficult (at best) to quantify. They are also all inherently sub-
jective, and are likely to run afoul of the problems that may arise
because the very act of attempting to measure some of the important
behaviors can sometimes alter fundamentally how the subject will
behave, thus making the measurement itself unreliable.

Existing research argues strongly that situational awareness and
shared situational awareness are inherently subjective. Because our
mental models are representations of a real (however elusive) opera-
tional environment, however, they may be subject to a valuation of
their "quality," the degree to which they accurately reflect an objec-
tive assessment of that reality. Unfortunately, making such
assessments in any meaningful way is almost as elusive as defining
reality.

One of the reasons for this difficulty is that the elements and nature
of situational awareness can differ dramatically—dare I say it?—
depending on the situation. My mental model of the situation when
I am playing basketball is significantly different from my model while
driving my car. Parts of my models are objectively knowable—for
example, the positions to the other players on the court or the other
vehicles within my range of vision. Parts of my models are objectively
testable—for example, if I believe the tractor trailer in front of me is
about to turn to his left, that driver's short-term actions will reveal
whether, in fact, my model was "accurate."

On the other side of the coin, I am constantly assessing my own model
from the subjective viewpoint. Do I have enough information to feel
comfortable with my understanding of the situation? Have I encoun-
tered a similar situation before? Do I know what I'm doing?

Barry McGuinness proposed a model of how to think about this
crossing of objective and subjective measures of situational
awareness.

20. Hjelmfelt and Pokrant, pp. 15-16.
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I have a model of SA measurement which grossly differenti-
ates between SA as revealed by objective queries (e.g., which
target is highest priority?) and SA as revealed by subjective
measures (e.g., rate your SA on a scale of 1-7). There can be
real differences between what an operator "knows" (having
assimilated or inferred the relevant items of information)
and what he *thinks* he knows overall. Imagine a 2 x 2
square grid. The area to the left of centre = "objective SA
good, all relevant info present and correct"; the area to the
right of centre = "objective SA impaired, some info missing".
The area above the centre = "subjective SA high, subject is
confident in info", the area below the centre = "subjective
SA low, operator is uncertain."

Measuring Situational Awareness

Objective Assessment High Objective Assessment: Low

Subjective
Assessment:
High

Subjective As-
sessment:
Low

Objective High: All rele-
vant info present and cor-
rect

Subjective High: Subject is
confident in info

Objective High: All rele-
vant info present and cor-
rect

Subjective Low: Operator
is uncertain

Objective Low: Some info
missing

Subjective High: Subject is
confident in info

Objective Low: Some info
missing

Subjective Low: Operator
is uncertain

Now, the ideal place for your operator to be is the top left
square, where (a) he has the right info and (b) he knows it.
The worst place to be is top right, where he (a) has lost info
but (b) doesn't realise it. If he's in bottom left, he has the
right info but doesn't feel sure about it (maybe he's a nov-
ice) . If he's in bottom right, he's lost info but at least he feels
his SA isn't right. Presumably, any operator in the lower two
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boxes is going to go straight into active information-seeking
mode (you can see it happen!).

One problem with using such a model in practice, of course, is gath-
ering enough of the right kind of data to place a particular person's
situational awareness in the matrix. McGuinness described one
possible approach:

First, as ever I'd recommend approaching the problem from
both 'objective' and 'subjective' angles; in other words, a
combination of actual knowledge queries and subjective rat-
ings of SA. SA is optimal when objective content is high
AND the operator (s) is/are subjectively aware of that. SA is
disastrous when the content is off and the operator doesn't
realize it. There are other combinations, of course, so it's
always best in my book to measure the two together if
possible.

For subjective measurement, you could get each operator to
rate the quality of SA of both himself and the team as a
whole.

I've developed a scale (CARS - crew awareness rating scale)
which focuses on 4 dimensions:

1) awareness of perceptible data

2) awareness of the big picture

3) awareness of future developments

4) awareness of response options.

This was designed originally for the single subject, but can
be used team-wise, I think. Also, the scale can be used as a
general SA metric or can be addressed to specific tasks of
interest, e.g., flight awareness vs. systems awareness.

For objective assessment, our preferred method at present
is to identify key items of information pre-trial, then present
sets of queries at intervals; somewhat like SAGAT's
approach, but different. We use a "situational report"

21. Barry McGuinness, SABRE, October 5, 1998, http://users.ox.ac.uk/
~pemb0595/wwwboard/23-sa.html.



(sit-rep) format, which many operators are used to. The sub-
ject is given a sit-rep form to complete (in mid-run). For
each item, he can either give the requested information
(e.g., expected time of arrival) as he is aware of it, or tick a
box:

[ ] Information not available

[ ] Information not relevant

[ ] Information not my responsibility^

The intrusiveness of this method of collecting data is a good example
of the concerns expressed above. Moreover, McGuinness' criteria are
not likely to indicate whether there's sufficient information to per-
form the task or whether it's being performed. Although whether
there is enough information available to perform the task is probably
measurable using some objective criteria, both of McGuinness's scales
essentially focus on the operator's perceptions of the state of his situ-
ational awareness. What happens if his confidence in his situational
awareness is wrong? Suppose he thinks he's in the upper left quad-
rant, when in fact he should be in the lower right one? As the saying
goes, "It's not what you don't know that gets you, it's what you know
that ain't so."

The question of how to measure situational awareness becomes even
more complex when we consider it in terms of a group or team. Not
only do we have to consider measuring the situational awareness of
each individual member of the team, but also we must consider how
each team member interacts with all the others to form their shared
awareness. The problem increases combinatorically as we add more
and more members to the team.

So where does that leave us?

22. Barry McGuinness, SABRE, November 10,1998, http://users.ox.ac.uk/
~pemb0595/wwwboard/29-sa.html. With regard to the "situational
report," he adds the telling comment, "The last response is particularly
interesting in terms of team SA. What if all operators in the team tick it
for a particular item!"
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At present, we can find no evidence of a clearly understandable,
generally accepted, objective way to measure situational awareness
and how it develops, whether for individuals or for groups. As a result,
we chose to develop a fresh approach. Our goal was to devise an
experimental regime that would allow us to define both an individ-
ual's situational awareness and that of a team in clear and understand-
able terms. In addition, we wanted to minimize the danger that our
attempts to measure situational awareness would affect the behavior
of the test population.

We quickly focused on the idea of using an abstract game as our test
bed, rather than attempting to "instrument" a real-world operation or
even a complex simulation of such an operation. The simpler gaming
environment allowed us to control how we would define the elements
of the situation and how we would measure the situational
awareness—and shared situational awareness—of our test
population.
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The game: SCUDHunt
The first step was to define an environment in which the "situation"
could be simplified without making it meaningless. Most previous
attempts at using gaming environments in this field employed games
in which building situational awareness was only part of the require-
ment to playing the game. Such an arrangement makes it difficult
or impossible to interpret outcomes. Was one player or team more
successful than another because they had better situational awareness
or shared situational awareness, or simply because they were better at
playing the game? Our approach tries to minimize this problem by
making situational awareness itself the object of the game.

Simply put, the players must find some number of objects hidden on
a grid. Their situation can be defined as the location of the objects.
Their situational awareness is then defined as where they believe (or
guess) the objects to be.

S C U O H U N T

23. See Bolstad and Endsley, 1999.
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The measure of the quality of the team's situational awareness is
simply how many of the objects they locate correctly. The process the
players use to locate the objects requires them to deploy sensors of
various types and various capabilities. Each player controls a unique
subset of the sensors available. The players must cooperate, exchang-
ing information about the quality of their sensors, where they deploy
them, and what results they obtain in the search.

To provide an operational back story to interest and motivate the
players, we cast the game in the light of a joint or combined operation
to locate SCUD missile launchers in an unfriendly state which was
threatening to attack a neighboring, friendly state, but prior to the
outbreak of any open hostilities. At the end of each turn of the game
(nominally representing one day of real time), the players would be
asked to evaluate their information and provide recommendations
for which target squares they believed were most likely to contain the
SCUDs. Thus, their recommendations would represent their individ-
ual situational awareness. The degree to which the recommendations
of the team members overlapped would be the measure of their
shared situational awareness. See Appendix A for more details on the
game.

As designed and tailored for this experiment, SCUDHunt is played by
a single team of four players. The positions of the target SCUDs is
determined at random before the game begins, and, once placed,
they do not move. The goal of the game is for team members to work
together, sharing information, and then correctly decide where they
should plan a strike for the SCUDs. There are three such targets
deployed on a board composed of a 5 x 5 grid.

The information the team members share is based on search results
of the different sensors the team members control. These sensors
include: a reconnaissance satellite, manned reconnaissance aircraft,
reconnaissance-equipped unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), human
intelligence (HUMINT, or a "spy"), Navy Seals, Joint Special Opera-
tions teams, and communications intelligence resources (COMINT).
Each of these sensors has different capabilities for searching the grid,
characterized by their availability, and the probabilities of returning
information when they search a square. We provide the players a
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detailed description of their systems and their availability. We provide
them only a verbal assessment of the ability of their sensors to make
an accurate search of a square and of the potential vulnerability of
their assets to destruction by the enemy forces.

Each team member controls one or more sensors, and no team mem-
bers share their sensors. Players allocate or move their sensors
(depending on the capability of each) to different squares on the
game board. For each square successfully searched (that is, in which
the sensor survives any possible threats to it), the sensor's owner (and
only that player) receives information about the results of the search.
Players may then share this information with their team members,
taking into consideration the accuracy of their sensor device. The
types of search results that may occur include: Nothing Significant to
Report, Possible Target (some type of vehicle detected), and Proba-
ble Target (launchers detected). Note that it is possible for all of these
results to be false. (That is, a Probable Target may be indicated when
no target is actually presen, as well as Nothing Significant to Report
when a target is, indeed, in the square.) The frequency with which
these results occur is based on the reliability of each specific sensor as
defined by its result probabilities.

SCUDHunt is a fairly simple game. Its simplicity makes it possible to
monitor the game and gather information about the situational
awareness of the individual team members as well as the team's
shared situational awareness. The next section describes our
experimental construct in more detail.
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The SCUDHunt experiment
We designed an experimental environment for using SCUDHunt to
demonstrate its potential—and the potential for the general
approach it embodies—to develop experimental data useful for
exploring situational awareness and shared situational awareness.
The experimental environment is web based; each game of SCUD-
Hunt in this experiment is played by a distributed team using a
version of the game designed for cooperative play over the Internet.

We defined the objectives of the experiment (beyond its value as a
demonstration) in terms of measuring the effects of various types of
collaboration tools on the ability of the players to build their shared
situational awareness.

Data and measures
As our primary data for analysis, we collect the situational awareness
of each individual team member (defined as their mental model of
the location of the SCUDs) by asking the team members to provide
individual recommended target locations (strike plans). We ask them
to submit the fewest number of possible target squares they are com-
fortable with as possibly containing a valid target. We then compare
these individual lists and calculate a measure of overlap. This calcula-
tion is the ratio of the total number of target squares designated by
the players in the team, divided by the total number of distinct
squares designated. For example, if each of the 4 players designates
3 squares as their recommended targets, the total number of squares
is 12. Suppose those players choose the following target squares:

Player 1:A1,A2, A3

Player 2: A1.B1.B2

Player 3: A1,B2,B5
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Player4:Al,A3,B4.

Of the total of 12 squares, 8 of them are unique (for example, square
Al is counted only once even though it appears on all four target
lists).

This team's score for that turn would thus be 12/8 = 1.5. Using this
measure, a perfect shared situational awareness would equal the
number of players, or 4 for the example shown above. The poorest
score would have no shared targets, and there would be as many
unique squares as there are total target squares. The resulting score
would be 1. Thus, our measure of shared situational awareness will
range between 1 and the number of players involved. This measure
of the team's shared situational awareness not only captures their
"mental model" of where they believe the targets to be, but also has
the added value of including their various degrees of uncertainty—
team members who are less certain about where the targets may be
are likely to include more squares in their target recommendations.

At the end of each turn, we calculate the score the team achieves that
turn, but we do not reveal that score to the players. At the end of five
turns, we calculate the score as usual, but this time we tell the players
the result in terms of how well they did identifying the locations of the
SCUDs. The game ends at that point. As a final measure of the team's
overall shared situational awareness for that game, we average the
results of each turn.

Underlying experimental model
For the purposes of this experiment, we focused our interest on the
effects of collaboration tools. We considered two types of tools:
communications and shared visualization.

We defined three levels of communications: no communications
among the players at all (essentially having each play a solitaire game
controlling only his own sensor); communications via internet text
chat; and communications via voice in a telephone conference call.

In addition, we defined two levels of shared visualization: no shared
visualization, and a shared visualization tool that consisted of a
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picture of the grid with all search results displayed at the end of each
turn. The source of the individual search results was not provided, so
the players still had to communicate that information among
themselves.

The combination of three levels of communications and two of
shared visualization gave us a total of six factorial treatments. Because
we were concerned with the possibility of learning effects as players
became more familiar with the game, as well as with inherent differ-
ences among the teams themselves, a Latin Square experimental
design seemed most appropriate. Such a design allows us to distin-
guish the effects of the differences among teams and the effects
associated with the order of play of games using the different treat-
ment combinations from the effects of the treatments themselves. In
our case, because we had six treatments (combinations of communi-
cations and shared visualization), we would need to use six teams.
Each of the teams would play the game using a different sequence of
treatment types. The order in which each team would play these dif-
ferent types is arranged so that when laid out in the form of a matrix,
with teams representing rows and the order of play columns, each
treatment would appear exactly once in each row and each column.

Design matrix
Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Game 4 Game 5 Game 6

Team 1
Team 2

Team 3

Team 4
TeamS
Team 6

A = No Comms, No shared vis B = No Comms, Shared vis
C = Text chat, No shared vis D = Text chat, Shared vis
E = Voice, No shared vis F = Voice, Shared vis

B

D

E

A

F

C

E

A

B

F

C

D

A

E

C

D

B

F

C

B

F

E

D

A

F

C

D

B

A

E

D

F

A

C

E

B



Statistical analysis
This Latin Square experimental design with factorial treatments is a
standard linear statistical model, and its analysis is well known. Our
primary interest lies in the effects of the treatments—the combina-
tions of options among communications and shared visualization.
For purposes of this prototype experiment, we consider these effects
as fixed, rather than random. Simply put, this means that we can char-
acterize the effects of the treatments on the scores achieved by the
teams as unknown constants added to an overall mean.

The types of testable hypotheses available to us in this model are
again well known. The standard analysis of variance techniques for the
model allow us to test whether the results show statistically significant
differences

• Among the teams (the rows of the design matrix)

• Resulting from the sequence in which the teams play the games
(the columns of the design matrix)

• As a result of the different treatments (the letters in the design
matrix).

If the evidence points to differences among the treatment effects, we
can further explore those differences. We can directly test differences
among the communications modes and differences between the visu-
alization modes. Using orthogonal contrasts, we can further refine the
tests of treatments by examining the difference between no commu-
nications and some communications, and between text chat and
voice. Finally, we can test whether there is a statistically significant
interaction effect between communications and shared visualization.
(See Appendix B for a mathematical description of the underlying
model and analysis.)

To carry out this analysis, we collected the turn-by-turn shared aware-
ness score of each team as they played each game. At the end of each
individual game, we averaged these scores. This procedure results in
a 6 x 6 matrix of data, corresponding to our design matrix.
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Shared Awareness Scores

Team
Game

Total
1
2
3
4
5
6

1.416
2.534
2.11
1.314
2.808
1.282

3
1.35

1.972
1.852
2.75
1.358

1.332
3.2

2.58
2.92
3.178
1.358

2.42
2.84
3.1

2.434
3.01
1.444

3
2.674
2.448
3.046
1.426
1.318

3.48
3.42
1.32

3.284
2.322
2.144

14.648
16.018
13.53
14.85

15.494
8.904

Total 11.464 12.282 14.568 15.248 13.912 15.97 83.444

Based on this data, we conducted the standard analysis of variance cal-
culations.

Statistical results
Analysis of Variance
Source of variation
Teams (rows)
Sequence (columns)
Treatments
(comms/vis)

--Communications
-Visualization
-Interaction

Error
Total

SS
5.60
2.52
6.78

3.19
1.92
1.66
4.63
19.52

df
5
5
5

2
1
2
20
35

MS
1.12
0.50
1.36

1.60
1.92
0.83
0.83

F
4.83
2.17
5.86

6.89
8.31
3.58

P
.001 < p <.005

p~ .10
.001 < p < .005

.005 < p < .01

.005 < p < .01

.025 < p < .05

Orthogonal Contrasts MS F
Comm Comm - No Comm 3.17 13.67 .001 < p < .005

Text chat - Voice 0.03 0.12 .50 < p
Vis Shared vis- No shared vis 1.92 8.31 .005 < p < .01

The p values shown in the rightmost column of the results matrix indi-
cate the strength of the evidence against the null hypotheses that the
various sources of variation have no effect. The smaller the p value,
the stronger the evidence. Typically, p values of .05 or .01 or less are
considered statistically significant. As we can see from the above results,
we have very strong evidence of differences among the teams and
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among the treatments. We have strong evidence of differences
among both the communications treatments and the visualization
treatments, with somewhat weaker evidence of an interaction effect
between communications and visualization. Further exploring the
differences, we see strong evidence that the difference between no
communications and any communications is the source of most of
the differences associated with communications, while there is little
evidence that the mode of communications played much of a role.

In simplified form, a summary of our hypothesis tests is as follows:

Hypothesis tests

• Do communications and shared visualization
affect building a shared picture? YES

• Do communications matter? YES
• Does mode of communications matter? NO
• Does shared visualization matter? YES
• Is there interaction between comms and

shared visualization? Probably
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Ancillary data and observations
In addition to the principal data described above, we also collected a
set of ancillary data from the teams before, during, and after the
experimental runs. This information falls into three categories: basic
game data, collected automatically in a Microsoft Access database;
voice communications tape-recorded during those games making use
of voice; observations made by the control team.

Ancillary data
The main elements of these sources of data are described below.

The automated Microsoft Access database collected the following
information:

• Game identifiers (team and codes for the treatment combina-
tions)

• The time required to complete the game

• Location of all 3 SCUDs (row and column)

• Number of turns played

• Type of game (method of communication/visualization)

• Game players

• Roles.

In addition, for each search asset and for each turn of play, we col-
lected the asset identity, where it was placed, and the results of its
search. This allowed us to reconstruct die actual sequence of game
events. Similarly, we identified each recommended target square
selected by each player each turn. (This would allow us to do follow-
on analysis of team shared awareness on a turn-by-turn basis.)

Finally, the automated data collection recorded all text chat (identi-
fied by game identification number and the player) in chronological
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Observations

order. If a message was not sent to the entire team, the identity of the
designated recipients was recorded as well.

We also tape-recorded all games during which the players used
teleconferencing (voice) as the mode of communication. (All players
were aware of this and agreed to its use ahead of time.) In addition,
after each team had completed all six iterations of the game, we
conducted a Hot Wash via teleconference and recorded all this voice
traffic.

We collected additional information from the players in the form of
an online background questionnaire and a subjective assessment
questionnaire. These instruments are described in Appendix C.

Besides our statistical analysis of the data, we derived a number of
interesting results from observing the games. During each game, at
least one analyst controlled it (setting up the type of game, coordinat-
ing player roles, and managing the activity) and at least one addi-
tional analyst acted as an observer. The following details some of the
subjective observations we made during the course of the
experiment.

1. The fact that players were playing a game appeared to promote bonding
and trust.

In four of the six teams, SCUDHunt players had never met, and they
had no idea of the background of their fellow teammates. The litera-
ture dealing widi virtual teams suggests that the best way to form an
effective virtual team is to have them meet face-to-face initially to
establish a common set of goals and objectives and to build a shared
trust When we observed die games played by the teams that did not
know each other, we were surprised at how quickly they appeared to
become a tight, bonded team. One of the players commented that he
felt that they came together faster as a team because they were not
competing on an organizational or political level. He wrote "the lack
of conflicting personal agenda or career goals allowed for
exceptional team performance." It might be that teams that play a
game together, even if that game is distributed, might build trust
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faster than teams that do not play a game. This observation deserves
further research.

2. Some female players appeared to be more concerned than other players
about building a consensus.

Three of the six teams included both male and female players. In
these teams, it appeared that some of the female players were more
concerned that the team reach a consensus about what to do than
other, male, players appeared to be. Those players strove to extend
die discussions until players agreed on what their individual target
recommendations were. Could there be a relationship between the
mix of male and female players and which teams have a higher degree
of shared situational awareness? This question also deserves further
investigation.

3. Teams that established a specific process for playing the game appeared
to have a better shared awareness.

As we observed the play of the game, we noted that some teams devel-
oped a well-defined process for how they would place their assets and
search the game board for SCUDs. Those teams diat employed such
a repeatable process appear to have had higher SSA scores. Another
observable benefit from teams that had a repeatable process was that
they did better when they played the game in which they used a
shared visualization device but had no direct communications. When
they saw the shared visualization, they knew, based on previous expe-
rience, which assets had been placed in which locations. A comment
from one of the players that is related to this phenomenon was,
"Because this was the fifth game, we didn't need as much comm
capacity: I knew where (a player) would start the SEALS andJSOTF,
and I had a pretty good idea of where the other sensors would go."

4. Teams that started with the no communications game seemed to take
longer to achieve higher scores in subsequent games.

We did not have time to analyze the data fully on this subject, but pre-
liminary observations indicate that having some form of communica-
tion (text or phone) when a team is young and not fully familiar with
each odier is beneficial. For the SCUDHunt teams who played the no
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communications game early on, it appeared to be harder for them to
develop a rhythm as a team.
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Discussion and conclusions
The SCUDHunt experiment demonstrates our ability to design and
produce simple yet rich gaming environments. Such environments
can serve as testbeds for statistically designed experiments to produce
quantitative data, allowing us to conduct rigorous statistical tests of
hypotheses focused on well-defined research issues.

The specific results of the experiment as described above support the
importance of communications and shared visualization tools as aids
in the building of shared situational awareness among members of
distributed teams. The results also indicate that voice communica-
tions may not be superior to real-time text communications in the
kind of environment represented by our use of SCUDHunt in this
experiment. (For example, there was no time pressure involved in the
game as we played it.) These results are certainly preliminary and
based on a specific set of tools, teams, and circumstances. Neverthe-
less, these indications are worth pursing in future research focused
on specific issues associated with them.

In the course of the experiment, we collected far more information
than we could analyze or report on here. That information includes
demographics about the players and results of surveys taken after
each game played. The full set of data from each game includes
shared situational awareness scores after each turn, as well as details
of recommended target squares and how accurate the recommenda-
tions were relative to the actual target locations. This broader data set
would allow us to explore issues as diverse as learning effects (both
within games and across the sequence of games) and possible effects
of personality on the ability of the teams to build their shared situa-
tional awareness. One obvious area we had insufficient time and
resources to explore is the relationship between "good" shared situa-
tional awareness and "accurate" target locations. To what extent did
the players work together to improve their overall accuracy, and to
what extent did their collaboration lead to the Pied Piper syndrome
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as a single strong personality drove the entire team off the cliff of
poor target location?

This experiment essentially allowed the players unlimited time to
make their decisions. What would happen under time pressure? What
is the overall relationship between the different modes of communi-
cation and visualization and the time required to play the game effec-
tively? Does the use of text chat, for example, require more time for
the players to accomplish their task? We could easily conceive of
future experiments during which we limit the overall game time and
measure directly the effect of time pressures on developing shared
situational awareness.

The experimental experience as a whole also taught broader lessons.
Chief among these is the extraordinary logistical difficulties involved
in conducting structured experiments with human subjects, particu-
larly when those subjects are unpaid volunteers recruited from across
the United States. Coordinating schedules to get groups of four play-
ers to collaborate in real time using telephone and internet connec-
tivity proved as daunting a challenge as any we faced in this effort. It
is little wonder that more experimentation of this type does not take
place.

As a result of our experience with these difficulties, we speculate on
the prospects for a new approach to this sort of experimentation, par-
ticularly in the early phases of exploring a particular set of issues. Our
idea is to develop autonomous game-playing agents to conduct the
initial experiments. Could we build such agents and endow them with
human qualities of interest (for example, Myers-Briggs personality
types) in a manner designed to reflect the effects of those qualities on
the play of the game? There is evidence that agent-based technology
could work here. After preliminary, agent-based experiments identi-
fied likely parameters of high interest, we could design follow-on
experiments to use human subjects to focus on those parameters.
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One example of the general approach we envision may be seen in the
book Simulating Society.

Simulating Society explores the basis for social and economic
behavior. Using the methodology of computer simulation,
the authors model various factors that are involved in a
system of individuals (or agents) who interact socially and
economically with one another. Computer simulations are
extremely useful in the social sciences. It provides a labora-
tory in which qualitative ideas about social and economic
interactions can be tested. This brings a new dimension to
the social sciences where 'explanations' abound, but are
rarely subject to much experimental testing.25

Games such as SCUDHunt could serve as flexible testbeds for explor-
atory research, particularly to practitioners in situational awareness
and related fields. It is easy to see immediate applicability to Gary
Klein's work on Cultural Lens, for example. We could incorporate
individual aspects of cultural differences (such as power distance and
risk avoidance) into agent behaviors and explore how those concepts
affect command and control in a coalition effort quantitatively and in
detail. Similarly, we could use SCUDHunt or a similar game to do a
detailed assessment of Mica Endsley's four-point model of team situ-
ational awareness, exploring how team members share required
information, use devices available for sharing information, develop
shared mental models or other mechanisms for sharing situational
awareness, or employ processes specifically effective at sharing such
information.27

Solid, quantitative research into these areas can address the problems
associated with a field in which '"explanations' abound, but are rarely
subject to much experimental testing." They will provide the sort of

24. Richard J. Gaylord and Louis J. D'Andria. Simulating Society: A Mathemat-
ica Toolkit for Modeling Sodoeconomic Behavior. New York: Springer Verlag,
1998.

25. Taken from the web site describing Simulating Society, http://www.telos-
pub.com/catalog/IVL\THEMATICA/SirnSoc.html.

26. Klein, Pongonis, and Klein, Cultural Barriers. . .

27. See, once again, Bolstad and Endsley, "Shared Mental Models."
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firm foundation for developing tools and approaches to understand-
ing key elements of future operational environments, in which team-
based decision-making, or "network-centric warfare" may come to
play increasingly important roles. The more we understand about
how and why our own decision processes work (or not), the greater
our ability to improve them. The more we understand about how the
decision processes of real or potential adversaries work, the greater
our ability to degrade them.
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Appendix A: SCUDHunt28

Objective

Components

SCUDHunt is a simple, short, abstract game of command, control,
communications, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
(C3ISR) played by a team of variable size (typically 7 ± 2). The objec-
tive of the game is to explore and document some variables that may
facilitate or obstruct the development of shared cognition or
"situational awareness" in a team.

More specifically, the game will enable structured comparisons of
process and outcomes between collocated teams (based on face-to-
face interaction) and distributed or "virtual" teams (based on online
interaction). The game requires group decision-making and
allocation of scarce resources under conditions of time pressure and
uncertainty.

The game design is intended to support two different implementa-
tions:

• Tabletop game that can be played by a collocated team and
control group (using either a computer and display system, or
a map, dice, and cardboard counters)

• Online game hosted on a web server that can be played asyn-
chronously by a distributed team using standard web browsers.
The control function may be either manual or automated.

28. Disclaimer: SCUDHunt is an unclassified product. Game scale, time-
lines, and force structure are notional and abstract. SCUDHunt is not
intended to reflect actual capabilities of U.S. or threat systems or real-
world U.S. policy, doctrine, or command relationships.
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Background
Prior to the start of play, all players read or view a situation briefing
containing essentially the following information (maximum of one
page).

The rogue state of Korona has acquired mobile ballistic missiles and
weapons of mass destruction. Korona is threatening a U.S. ally,
Kartuna, located (off-map) across the narrow Gulf of Sabani. Your
team mission is to locate the missile launchers, using various ground,
space, air, and intelligence assets.

The elite fanatical Koronan Revolutionary Guard Special Artillery
Regiment, with a number of mobile missile launchers, has deployed
from its depot to a secret hide site. This deployment is supported by
deception operations that may confuse our sensors somewhat.

Korona is divided into 25 grid squares identified by columns num-
bered from 1 to 5 and rows lettered from A to E. Row E is the coastline
of the Gulf of Sabani. Each of the three targets is randomly placed in
a different grid square at the start of play. (Alternatively, a standard
8x8 chessboard, or a grid of arbitrary size overlaid on real or
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imaginary terrain may be used: this will allow a longer or more
challenging game.)

In "Basic" SCUDHunt, targets are stationary, but future versions may
implement automated or controller-mediated mechanics allowing
targets to move if they are repeatedly detected in a given grid square.

Sequence of play
Each turn represents one day of real time. Players are assigned roles,
which give them control of one or more intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance "assets." During a turn in the face-to-face version,
players may freely discuss their search strategy with the other players,
up to a pre-set time limit. In the online versions, players may read
messages from other players, send a message to another player (or set
of players), or broadcast a message to all players, up to a pre-set time
limit Players execute the decision by placing assets on the board (by
clicking on a grid square, row or column, or placing a counter on the
map). A player is never required to place an asset.

After all players have completed their actions for the turn, the day's
search results for each asset are displayed to the owning player (only),
along with the status of any assets that malfunctioned or aborted a
mission before completing a search task. In the face-to-face game, this
might be a paper report handed to each player. In the online game it
would be a graphic display, which could be printed or saved from turn
to turn. Players must, therefore, communicate what they learn each
turn in order to create a shared tactical picture.

Players may (optionally) be informed in advance, in general terms,
about system reliability or risks for their own asset(s), but not those of
other players.

There are three basic search results:

0 - nothing significant to report (grid square seems empty)

? -vehicles detected (maybe launchers, deception operations, or rou-
tine civilian traffic)
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X - launchers detected.

Reported search results may be true or erroneous, depending on the
number and type of assets assigned to search a given grid square. (An
erroneous detection of a launcher indicates a successful deception
operation by the Koronans.) The team mission is a success if the real
missile launchers are detected and targeted. The team mission is a
failure if at least one real missile launcher is not targeted.

After a variable number of turns determined by Control (players
might not be told game length in advance), players are informed that
clear signs indicate an imminent Koronan missile launch.

Players are asked to designate some (hopefully small) number of grid
squares (representing the players' best guess of the locations of the
launchers) that will be targeted for attack. At the conclusion of the
game, Control reports back to the players how well they did at
identifying actual targets and avoiding errors.

Recon Satellite: Searches one entire column each turn. It has a high
probability of confirming the absence of vehicles, but cannot reliably
distinguish between launchers and dummies.

Manned Aircraft: May fly only along the Gulf (Row E) outside Koro-
nan airspace. It searches the coastal grid squares with excellent reli-
ability and two rows inland (Rows C and D) with reduced reliability.
The manned aircraft must "rest" at least one turn between flights due
to crew fatigue and maintenance requirements.

UAV: May enter Koronan airspace to search any row. It has good
search reliability. For each grid square it enters, there is a chance that
it will crash or be shot down, which aborts any further search on that
turn. There is a variable probability that a lost UAV will be replaced
die next day.

COMINT: Searches any grid square. Cannot reliably distinguish
launcher from deception operations.
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Player roles

HUMINT: Searches any grid square with excellent reliability. The
agent has limited mobility; after initial placement on any square, he
may only remain in the same square or move to an adjacent grid
square. Each turn the agent is on the board, there is a chance he will
be caught and executed. He cannot be replaced.

Spec Ops: May be inserted to search any grid square with excellent
reliability. Can reliably distinguish between deception and launchers.
Each turn that the Spec Ops team is in play, there is a chance the team
will be compromised and forced to perform an emergency extrac-
tion. If extracted, the team will be unavailable for 1 or more days to
rest and refit. (Beginning on the 2nd rest day there is a chance the
team will return to available status).

Navy SEALS: Similar to Spec Ops, but may be inserted only into
coastal grid squares.

Additional assets may be added to accommodate more players or to
reflect special interests of a target audience, such as sea-based ELJNT
platforms, different kinds of space-based sensors, or information
operations.

The number of players is variable; determining the best set of player
roles for a given team size will require some thought and experimen-
tation.

In addition to the general situation briefing given to all players, each
player should receive a capsule description of his own player role,
including motivations, command relationships, assets, and special
abilities or limitations.

Possible players might include:

Space Asset Manager: controls recon satellite

Electronic Intelligence Manager: controls COMINT, SIGINT
assets
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Manned Air Asset Manager: controls manned air assets

UAV Manager: controls UAV

SpecOps Manager: controls Special Operations teams

Spy Master: controls HUMNT.

Search results
All probability calculations for search results will be performed by
Control (or by the computer in the on-line game). Players do not
know the exact probabilities, only a general description of their own
asset's system reliability, detection phenomenology, accuracy of infor-
mation, and timeliness of information. Grid squares searched by mul-
tiple assets will report each asset separately (players may be given a
simple formula or utility to compute joint probabilities based on
shared information). The performance of each sensor system in the
game is defined by a table of the following form.

Sensor

Report
0
?
X

Real-World Situation

0
.7
.2
.1

?
.2
.6
.2

X
.1
.2
.7

Web implementation
The web-based version of SCUDHunt is implemented in Visual Basic
6.0. We use Web Classes on the server for game sequencing and data-
base access. We use ActiveX controls on the client-side browser for the
game board and interactions. The game instrumentation data is
stored in a Microsoft Access database. SCUDHunt comprises two
applications, one for the Player and one for the Controller.
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The Player application comprises three screens—Sign In, Asset
Briefing, and Game Board. The Sign In screen permits entry of a
username and password for authentication.

in • Miciosofl Internet Exploiei

£fe £d* View Favorites led* H<*>

a
Stop Refresh Home I Swreh Favortss Ma* Print

d
'ou have been assigned one or more information assets. After you enter your login

land password, you will see one or more briefings describing the information assets
that you are managing. For more information on playing SCUDHunt, select the
game overview button.

If you are playing the single user version of the game, login as DEMO with
password DEMO. If you are playing the team version, you should have your own
login and password. To obtain a login and password, contact
lscudhunt@thouafttlink .com

Login SCUDHunter
iLogsn
(Password
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The Asset Briefing screen provides details on the capabilities of the
assets managed by that player. Here is an example, the screen for the
Special Operations (SpecOps) manager.

SprrUps M.m,iqiM

r
SpecOps Manager

inteitaecce Manager

As SpecOps Manager, you control one Navy
SEAL team and one Joint Special
Operations team

Where Hie Asset Can Travel
You may "insert" the SEAL team into any
coastal gnd square (Row E) You may insert
the Joint team into any grid square Once
inserted, a team may remain in place and

report, move to any adjacent grid square and report, or cal for extraction
(step turn)

CharactensflcS-anchor Limitations
For each turn, in each square that it searches, tfiere is a smaB chance Biat a
team vai be located by Koronan Security and forced to perform an
emergency extraction. There is a small chance that it will be caught and
destroyed before it can be extracted 8n a gnd square that contains a
launcher or in Koronabad (grid C3) this risk increases. An extracted team
will need time to rest and refit before it becomes available for duty again
(rest one turn). A destroyed team cannot be replaced.
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The Game Board screen is divided into five areas—Text Chat control
(if enabled for that running of the game); a legend of Search Results;
Status giving the current turn, phase, and action; the interactive
Game Boards (one for each Search Plan of this player's assets and one
for the Strike Plan); and a set of History game boards (one for each
turn for each of this player's assets and a Shared Visualization showing
the Search Results for all players' assets (if enabled for that running
of the game).

0SCUOHUNT
: i Pta«K Swuefc Plna

SMw: Tm *e SMHrn, ifefc m» «* • *M
•IdwlM.

Hntwy el Smrcfc fUiwita

S»**|S<**PI»!

1-, 2 3 4 5

i }

B ;

C

D

E

¥,!!

SwfcJsfc^Wtl

1 2 * * 5

A

1
r

D ,|

E

,.,...,_ „ ,„ , ,„„„,„„„„„„, , , .

)0 NothBtt to Report
i UoKtatttfiedVetecle
|X L»JKlxr Confirmed
{X Kfed In AcOcn
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The Controller application comprises two screens—Login and Main.
The Controller Login screen authenticates the Controller name and
password and is similar to the player's log-in screen. The Main screen
lets the Controller set up a new game and watch its progress.

m +
] Back

^ ^ -3 t a Jd ^ -rV
Stop Refresh Home j Search Favorites History Mail

Turn: t Phase: Search Plan
Assign playeis to rote*, se»/untel shared viz and text
chat, optionally edit maximun turns, and then cick New
Game.

History of the Game

Search Rests I Slrke Pbns |

Shared Viz

Maximum Turni
7" Reset

Create New
Game
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The Controller chooses the players and assigns them assets, enables
or disables shared visualization and text chat, and sets the maximum
number of turns for the game. The game program automatically gen-
erates a new random target placement after the Controller clicks the
New Game button. The Controller can then watch the progress of the
game by monitoring Status information and game boards for each
turn, which display aggregates of the Search Results and Strike Plans
for all the players.
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Appendix B

Appendix B: The experimental model
The SCUDHunt experiment was designed as a 6 x 6 Latin Square
linear model. The different teams appear as rows. The sequence of
games appears as columns. The treatment combinations appear
exactly once in each row and column.

Design matrix
Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Game 4 Game 5 Game 6

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

TeamS

Team 6

B

D

E

A

F

C

E

A

B

F

C

D

A

E

C

D

B

F

C

B

F

E

D

A

F

C

D

B

A

E

D

F

A

C

E

B

A = No Comms, No shared vis 1? = No Comms, Shared vis
C = Text chat, No shared vis D = Text chat, Shared vis
E = Voice, No shared vis F = Voice, Shared vis

The standard model for such a Latin Square design is:

where

Yy(k) is an observation (whose mean we normally symbolize as Mij(

li = an overall constant ,
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pi, KJ, and Tk are the effects associated with the rows, columns, and
treatments, respectively,

8y(k) are independent 7V(0,a2) ,

i = l , 2 . . . 6 ; y = l , 2 . . . 6 ; f t = l , 2 . . . 6 .

Note that the subscript k is parenthesized in the equation to indicate
that not all values of k appear with each combination of i and j
because the treatments occur only once in each row (z) and column
(/>•

In the standard analysis of variance, our testable hypotheses take on
the following forms:

For row effects:

HO: all PJ = 0

HI: notallpi=0.

For column effects:

HQ: all KJ = 0

H1:notallKj = 0.

For treatment effects:

H0:allt;k=0

H^ notallxk=0.

In this experiment, each of the treatments—which we have symbol-
ized as letters in the design matrix but identified by their ordinal
number for the purposes of the equations (e.g., A = 1, D =4)—is
actually composed of two crossed factors, defined as follows:

TI = A = No communications, no shared visualization

T2 = B = No communications, shared visualization

T3 = C = Text chat, no shared visualization
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14 = D = Text chat, shared visualization

T5 = E = Voice, no shared visualization

T@ = F =Voice, shared visualization.

Testing the effects of the component factors in these six treatments
requires the use of orthogonal contrasts. A contrast is simply a linear
combination of factor means. A contrast is usually symbolized by the
letter L and defined

where the C are coefficients that meet the criteria

Orthogonal contrasts are pairs of contrasts Lj and Lg such that

where

/=! /=!

and

In our case, we use such contrasts to reflect the effects of communi-
cations by comparing No Communications to the average of Text
Chat and Voice. We can choose these contrasts in such a way that they
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are also each orthogonal to the contrast between Shared Visualiza-
tion and No Shared Visualization, so that these three mutually
orthogonal contrasts represent a complete decomposition of the
main treatment effects.
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Appendix C: Questionnaires
Below are copies of the pre-game and post-game questionnaires we
asked all the SCUDHunt players to complete.

Pre-game questionnaire
This survey is being given to all SCUDHunt participants as part of a
study supporting DARPA's Wargaming the Asymmetric Environment
program.

The purpose of the survey is to determine your background with com-
puters, collaboration tools, computer games, and the military.

This information will be kept confidential. It may be used in two ways.

It may be aggregated in order to characterize the different SCUD-
Hunt teams.

Individual answers may be used as quotes in the study's final briefing.
If so, they will be presented as anonymous quotes, and the individual
will not be identified.

1. Name (first, last):

2. Organization:

3. E-mail address:

4. Please assess your overall level of computer expertise:

Low: Seldom use computers

Moderate: Use computers often and are comfortable with
them

High: Use computers a lot and feel very confident about
your abilities
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5. How you ever used any of the following collaboration tools:

5a. E-mail: Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

5b. Web browsers: Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

5c. Text Chat: Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

5d. Video Teleconferencing: Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

6. Do you like playing games: Yes No

7. Have you played computer games before? Yes No

If Yes, how often:
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Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

8. Have you played web-based computer games before? Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

9. Have you played multi-player web-based games before? Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Monthly or more

Rarely: Yearly or less

Please list the games you most often play (up to 10):

10. Do you have military or defense-related experience? Yes No

If Yes, list organizations and or service:

How many years:

11. Have you ever worked with people from your organization who
are geographically separated from where you work? Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Multiple times a year

Rarely: Once or twice

Never:
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Describe some of your experiences working as a member of a distrib-
uted team and the tools that you used to communicate?

12. Have you ever worked as part of a team composed of people out-
side your organization? Yes No

If Yes, how often:

Often: Weekly or more

Frequently: Multiple times a year

Rarely: Once or twice

Never

Describe some of your experiences working as a member of a distrib-
uted team and the tools that you used to communicate?

Post-game questionnaire
SCUDHunt Post-Game Questionnaire

Name:

Date:

Your Myers-Briggs type (if you know it and if you don't mind sharing
it):

(To determine this, you can take an online test at

http://www.onlinepsych.com/public/MincLGames/ptt/
pttframe.htm

or

http://www.keirsey.com/cgi-bin/keirsey/newkts.cgi)
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How well did you know the other team members prior to today's ses-
sion?

Do not know them

Slightly

Well

Very well

During the games in today's session,

- Was there a leader? (Yes/No):

-If so, who?

- Did it change over time?

- Did team members take on roles? (e.g., leader, brain-
stormer, facilitator, kept track of details) If so, please
explain:

Which game (or set of communication/visualization conditions) was
easiest and why?

Which game was hardest and why?

Game 1: Text chat, No shared visualization

On a scale of 1-5(1 = Not At All and 5 = Very Much), was this game
fun?

On a scale of 1-5(1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your team's shared picture of where the SCUDs were at the end of the
game?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to visualize where the SCUDs were on the game board?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to communicate with your teammates?
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Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on sensor place-
ment? (Yes/No):

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on launcher
locations? (Yes/No):

If your team tried to come to consensus, on a scale of 1-5(1= None/
Very Little and 5 = A Lot/Very Much)

- To what extent was there tension between you and other
team members?

- To what extent did you and the others agree?

- To what extent did you feel that you and the other team
members were equals?

What are your overall comments about Game 1:

Game 2: Text chat, Shared visualization

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Not At All and 5 = Very Much), was this game
fun?

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your team's shared picture of where the SCUDs were at the end of the
game?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to visualize where the SCUDs were on the game board?

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to communicate with your teammates?

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on sensor place-
ment? (Yes/No):

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on launcher
locations? (Yes/No):
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If your team tried to come to consensus, on a scale of 1-5 (1 = None/
Very Little and 5 = A Lot/Very Much)

- To what extent was there tension between you and other
team members?

- To what extent did you and the others agree?

- To what extent did you feel that you and the other team
members were equals?

What are your overall comments about Game 2:

Game 3: Voice, Shared visualization

On a scale of 1-5(1= Not At All and 5 = Very Much), was this game
fun?

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your team's shared picture of where the SCUDs were at the end of the
game?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to visualize where die SCUDs were on the game board?

On a scale of 1-5(1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to communicate with your teammates?

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on sensor place-
ment? (Yes/No):

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on launcher
locations? (Yes/No):

If your team tried to come to consensus, on a scale of 1-5 (1 = None/
Very Little and 5 = A Lot/Very Much)

- To what extent was there tension between you and other
team members?

- To what extent did you and the others agree?
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- To what extent did you feel that you and the other team
members were equals?

What are your overall comments about Game 3:

Game 4: No comm, No shared visualization

On a scale of 1-5(1= Not At All and 5 = Very Much), was this game
fun?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your team's shared picture of where the SCUDs were at the end of the
game?

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to visualize where the SCUDs were on the game board?

On a scale of 1-5(1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to communicate with your teammates?

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on sensor place-
ment? (Yes/No):

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on launcher
locations? (Yes/No):

If your team tried to come to consensus, on a scale of 1-5 (1 = None/
Very Little and 5 = A Lot/Very Much)

- To what extent was there tension between you and other
team members?

- To what extent did you and the others agree?

- To what extent did you feel that you and the other team
members were equals?

What are your overall comments about Game 4:
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Game 5: Voice, no shared visualization

On a scale of 1-5 (1 - Not At All and 5 = Very Much), was this game
fun?

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your team's shared picture of where the SCUDs were at the end of the
game?

On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to visualize where the SCUDs were on the game board?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to communicate with your teammates?

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on sensor place-
ment? (Yes/No):

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on launcher
locations? (Yes/No):

If your team tried to come to consensus, on a scale of 1-5 (1 = None/
Very Little and 5 = A Lot/Very Much)

- To what extent was there tension between you and other
team members?

- To what extent did you and the others agree?

- To what extent did you feel that you and the other team
members were equals?

What are your overall comments about Game 5:

Game 6: No comms, shared visualization

On a scale of 1-5(1= Not At All and 5 = Very Much), was this game
fun?
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On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your team's shared picture of where the SCUDs were at the end of the
game?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to visualize where the SCUDs were on the game board?

On a scale of 1-5(1= Poor and 5 = Excellent), how would you grade
your ability to communicate with your teammates?

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on sensor place-
ment? (Yes/No):

Did your team try to come to consensus on decisions on launcher
locations? (Yes/No):

If your team tried to come to consensus, on a scale of 1-5 (1 = None/
Very Littie and 5 = A Lot/Very Much)

- To what extent was there tension between you and other
team members?

- To what extent did you and the others agree?

- To what extent did you feel that you and the other team
members were equals?

What are your overall comments about Game 6:
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